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Abstract: A novel, high performance, and scalable immobilization protocol using a laminar jet
break-up technique was developed for the production of polyelectrolyte complex beads with
entrapped viable Escherichia coli cells expressing an enzyme cascade of alcohol dehydrogenase, enoate
reductase, and cyclohexanone monooxygenase. A significant improvement of operational stability
was achieved by cell immobilization, which was manifested as an almost two-fold higher summative
product yield of 63% after five cascade reaction cycles as compared to the yield using free cells of 36%
after the maximum achievable number of three cycles. Correspondingly, increased metabolic activity
was observed by multimodal optical imaging in entrapped cells, which was in contrast to a complete
suppression of cell metabolism in free cells after five reaction cycles. Additionally, a high density
of cells entrapped in beads had a negligible effect on bead permeability for low molecular weight
substrates and products of cascade reaction.
Keywords: enzyme cascade reaction; immobilization; polyelectrolyte; multimodal optical imaging;
biocatalysis; whole-cell biocatalyst

1. Introduction
Research in the field of biocatalysts is progressing and currently has all the features of an advanced
phase of the preparation for the so-called fourth wave of biocatalysis [1]. The assumption is that
the “first choice” strategy in the field of biocatalysis will be a combination of enzymes either in
cascade reactions or using metabolic engineering, including the use of immobilization techniques [1].
Whole-cell cascade biocatalysis has progressively been established as a viable alternative to metabolic
engineering [2]. Several whole-cell enzyme cascade systems using the effect of shifting the reaction
equilibrium using an irreversible reaction catalyzed by enzymes, in particular from the group of
Baeyer–Villiger monooxygenases (BVMOs), have been reported to maximize the yield of the desired
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coli with the expressed alcohol dehydrogenase (LK-ADH), enoate reductase (XenB), and cyclohexanone
coli with the expressed alcohol dehydrogenase (LK-ADH), enoate reductase (XenB), and
monooxygenase (CHMOAcineto ) enzymes entrapped in polyelectrolyte complex beads used in this
cyclohexanone monooxygenase (CHMOAcineto) enzymes entrapped in polyelectrolyte complex beads
work. Enzyme structures were adapted for illustrative purposes from the database www.rcsb.org.
used in this work. Enzyme structures were adapted for illustrative purposes from the database
www.rcsb.org.
The versatility of BVMOs, together with the utilization of protein engineering approaches,

opens the way for applications of BVMOs in industry [8]. This development in the field of whole-cell
The versatility of BVMOs, together with the utilization of protein engineering approaches, opens
biocatalysis is a good reason to continually develop and exploit the benefits of whole-cell immobilization,
the way for applications of BVMOs in industry [8]. This development in the field of whole-cell
which has enabled the biocatalytic efficacy and economic efficiency of whole-cell biocatalysts to be
biocatalysis is a good reason to continually develop and exploit the benefits of whole-cell
improved by allowing for their continuous and/or repetitive use and the stabilization of cells [9].
immobilization, which has enabled the biocatalytic efficacy and economic efficiency of whole-cell
Developments in the field of immobilization by entrapment and encapsulation techniques, rather
biocatalysts to be improved by allowing for their continuous and/or repetitive use and the
than by continuously expanding the material base, have been focused on improving the properties
stabilization of cells [9]. Developments in the field of immobilization by entrapment and
of existing systems. Attention has been paid to increasing the resistance and regulation of matrix
encapsulation techniques, rather than by continuously expanding the material base, have been
permeability by silicating [10], gelling alginate with other cations [11], combining polymers to facilitate
focused on improving the properties of existing systems. Attention has been paid to increasing the
immobilization [12], changing encapsulation conditions to cell entrapment [13], and designing hydrogel
resistance and regulation of matrix permeability by silicating [10], gelling alginate with other cations
particles for other uses such as drug delivery [14]. Additionally, the scale-up of hydrogel particle
[11], combining polymers to facilitate immobilization [12], changing encapsulation conditions to cell
productivity from laboratory quantities to the operational scale is an important part of the development
entrapment [13], and designing hydrogel particles for other uses such as drug delivery [14].
of immobilized whole-cell biocatalysts. Current commercially available high-performance devices
Additionally, the scale-up of hydrogel particle productivity from laboratory quantities to the
operate by different physical principles of bead production such as the production of droplets by
operational scale is an important part of the development of immobilized whole-cell biocatalysts.
coaxial air-stripping nozzle, the breaking of the hydrogel flow using superimposed electromagnetic
Current commercially available high-performance devices operate by different physical principles of
vibrations, or jet-cutting by high speed cutting wire [15].
bead production such as the production of droplets by coaxial air-stripping nozzle, the breaking of
The use of the immobilization of viable recombinant cells with overproduced BVMO enzymes
the hydrogel flow using superimposed electromagnetic vibrations, or jet-cutting by high speed
has contributed to cell stabilization and recyclability [3]. The introduction of the two-step production
cutting wire [15].
of polyelectrolyte (PEC) particles with immobilized Escherichia coli cells with BVMO, in addition
The use of the immobilization of viable recombinant cells with overproduced BVMO enzymes
to cell stabilization, has reduced the consumption of immobilization materials and simplified the
has contributed to cell stabilization and recyclability [3]. The introduction of the two-step production
immobilization procedure [16]. Considering the progress in the development of immobilized whole-cell
of polyelectrolyte (PEC) particles with immobilized Escherichia coli cells with BVMO, in addition to
biocatalysts [17,18] and the mentioned stabilizing effect using immobilization for BVMOs, there is a
cell stabilization, has reduced the consumption of immobilization materials and simplified the
rational assumption that immobilization in polyelectrolyte complex beads may create benefits from
immobilization procedure [16]. Considering the progress in the development of immobilized wholethe stabilization of recombinant whole-cells with expressed cascade enzymes selected for this work.
cell biocatalysts [17,18] and the mentioned stabilizing effect using immobilization for BVMOs, there
The fine-tuned non-natural cascade system E. coli BL21 (DE3) (pET28_CHMO_XenB + pET22b_LKADH)
is a rational assumption that immobilization in polyelectrolyte complex beads may create benefits
of alcohol dehydrogenase (LK-ADH) from Lactobacillus kefir-enoate reductase (XenB) from Pseudomonas
from the stabilization of recombinant whole-cells with expressed cascade enzymes selected for this
work. The fine-tuned non-natural cascade system E. coli BL21 (DE3) (pET28_CHMO_XenB +
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putida-cyclohexanone monooxygenase (CHMO) from Acinetobacter calcoaceticus [19], which had not
previously been attempted to be used repeatedly, was chosen as model for immobilization and repeated
cascade reactions. The selected enzyme cascade for immobilization (Scheme 1) represents a continuation
of the development of immobilized BVMO-based biocatalysts from one-step synthesis [17] to cascade
systems. Moreover, the cofactor-regenerating cascade system based on LK-ADH, which simultaneously
regenerates nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH)by cellular metabolism for the
other two cascade reactions [19], appears to be suitable model for the application of multimodal optical
imaging to characterize the physiological processes in cells during catalysis.
Regarding the development of characterization methods for immobilized whole cell biocatalysts
used in biotransformation processes [20,21], there is a constant need for truly non-invasive microscopic
techniques for the real-time imaging of living cells. In this regard, fluorescence microscopy allows for
the imaging of cellular structures and polymer matrices with sub-micrometer resolution, while retaining
high specificity and sensitivity in their native (liquid) environment. Several major developments have
been introduced in the past few decades to improve the spatial resolution, specificity, and sensitivity of
fluorescence microscopy. Laser scanning, confocal detection, non-linear excitation, super-resolution,
or multi-modal approaches are the most pronounced examples. The application of ultrafast pulsed
lasers, fast photon-counting detectors, and advanced electronics has resulted in the ability to differentiate
fluorescence photons by several parameters simultaneously, leading to various modes of detection
such as spectrally-resolved and fluorescence lifetime imaging [22]. These advances, together with new
biophysical approaches of probe design allows one to achieve a deep insight into cellular physiology.
One of the most promising fields of current development is the application of advanced optical
techniques to decipher intrinsic (natural) cell fluorescence for metabolic studies [23].
The aim of this work was to immobilize recombinant viable cells E. coli with enzyme cascades
within polyelectrolyte complex beads and to develop an innovative immobilization protocol for their
production with a high throughput. The operational stability of entrapped cells during repeated
cycles of a model cascade reaction was investigated. Additionally, new insight into immobilized cell
physiology was performed by utilizing multimodal optical imaging. The influence of the cell presence
on the molecular weight cut-off of PEC beads was determined.
2. Results
2.1. Production of PEC Beads with Entrapped E. coli Containing Enzyme Cascade ADH, XenB, and CHMO
Using Jet Break-Up Technique
The production of polyelectrolyte complex (PEC) beads in easy scalable manner to prove the
potential applicability of entrapped viable cells in biotechnological processes is challenging task.
It requires the balanced consideration of many parameters such as the choice and characterization
of immobilization polymers, their concentration, cell concentration, gelation and complexation time,
and the use of scalable extrusion techniques with emphasis on potential cost savings. A novel,
high performance immobilization protocol was developed for the production of PEC beads with
entrapped viable E. coli cells expressing the recombinant enzymes using a high performance
encapsulator based on the laminar jet break-up technique (Figure 1A). A two-step immobilization
procedure was adapted using an encapsulator with a 15-fold higher throughput of 15 mL/min as
compared to a previously used air-stripping nozzle [17]. This immobilization procedure is also easily
scalable by the multiplication of nozzle number of the encapsulator. Moreover, cost and material
savings were achieved with about a 10-fold decrease in consumption of poly(methylene-co-guanidine)
PMCG and washing solutions as compared to a previous immobilization protocol [17]. As a result,
uniform PEC beads with entrapped viable E. coli cells containing the LK-ADH, XenB, and CHMO
enzyme cascade with a diameter of 0.8 ± 0.15 mm were produced (Figure 1B).
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Figure 1. (A) The laminar jet break-up technique (f = frequency of pulsation membrane; p = pressure of
Figure 1. (A) The laminar jet break-up technique (f = frequency of pulsation membrane; p = pressure
polyanion (PA) solution with cells), used for preparation of polyelectrolyte (PEC) beads with entrapped
of polyanion (PA) solution with cells), used for preparation of polyelectrolyte (PEC) beads with
cells (10% wt.) E. coli with the LK-ADH, XenB, and CHMO enzyme cascade (B). Average bead diameter
entrapped cells (10% wt.) E. coli with the LK-ADH, XenB, and CHMO enzyme cascade (B). Average
is 0.8 ± 0.15 mm. Length of a white bar corresponds to 1 mm.
bead diameter is 0.8 ± 0.15 mm. Length of a white bar corresponds to 1 mm.
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the ε-caprolactone yields, based on gas chromatography, was almost two-fold after five repeated
cascade reaction cycles that utilized entrapped cells (36.2 mg) as compared to free cells (20.5 mg). The
sensitivity of the enzyme cascade to the repetition of transformations may explain the lower
operational stability of this system compared to recombinant cells with the single BVMO enzyme
used previously
cell
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Figure 2. Operational stability of viable cells E. coli with LK-ADH, XenB, and CHMO enzyme cascade
entrapped in PEC beads (orange columns) and free cells (gray columns) during repeated cycles of
model cascade reaction of 2-cyklohexen-1-ol to ε-caprolactone, depicted as the maximum achieved
product concentration. Biotransformation conditions: temperature of 24 ◦ C, orbital shaking at 200 rpm
in LBamp+kan media supplemented with 1% glucose with a pH of 7 and an initial substrate concentration
of 4 mM. One-hundred percent activity of free cells was retained in PEC beads immediately after cell
immobilization; this equaled a specific activity A = 1.2 U/mg (for free cells) and A = 0.24 U/mg (for PEC
beads with cells).

2.3. Metabolic Assessment of E. coli Using Multi-Modal Optical Imaging
In our previous work, confocal microscopy imaging was used to characterize the polymer capsules
and viability of encapsulated cells [17]. In this study, we applied, for the first time, an advanced
multi-modal optical imaging to assess the metabolic state of E. coli cells during the biotransformation
process. To follow this aim, we evaluated the intrinsic fluorescence of flavins, for which the characteristic
excitation and emission ranges are 440–480 and 500–550 nm, respectively.
The initial attempt to utilize multispectral imaging showed insignificant changes in the emission
spectra of E. coli in various conditions. This could mostly be attributed to the fact that free and bound
flavin forms had strongly overlapping emission peaks and that the low signal from individual cells
hampered the successful spectral unmixing of signals for both free and bound flavin forms in our
experimental setup. A different situation was met when the fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM)
method was used for the detection of fluorescence signal (Figure 3). After five cycles of cascade
reaction in the free cells, a shortening of the mean fluorescence lifetime was observed (Figure 3Bc),
which was in contrast to the significant increase of the same parameter in a large fraction of the
entrapped cells (Figure 3Cc). Based on previously described characteristics of flavins with the short
lifetime component, which corresponded to the bound forms, and the long-living component related
to the free molecular conformations, we formulated the working hypothesis that Figure 3 depicts the
decrease in the free flavin concentration in the case of free cells after biotransformation compared to the
increased concentration of free flavins in E. coli cells entrapped in PEC beads. To test this hypothesis,
we applied 10 mM glucose to the solution of control cells (Figure 3Dc) and observed that the mean
lifetime increased after the stimulation of the cell metabolism by glucose.
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Figure 4. Representative images of spatial distribution of the relative amplitudes of long-lifetime
Figure 4. Representative images of spatial distribution of the relative amplitudes of long-lifetime
component estimated from fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) images: control conditions (A), after
component estimated from fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) images: control conditions (A), after
5 cycles of cascade reaction-free cells (B), after 5 cycles of cascade reaction in entrapped cells (C),
5 cycles of cascade reaction-free cells (B), after 5 cycles of cascade reaction in entrapped cells (C), and
and control cells with addition of 10 mM glucose (D). Cumulative histogram of the relative amplitudes of
control cells with addition of 10 mM glucose (D). Cumulative histogram of the relative amplitudes of
long-lifetime decay component (E) corresponding to cells in cases (A–D). Distributions were computed
long-lifetime decay component (E) corresponding to cells in cases (A–D). Distributions were
from N = 4–7 images and normalized to their respective maximum.
computed from N = 4–7 images and normalized to their respective maximum.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Immobilization Polymers, Media and Chemicals
3.1.
Immobilization high-mannuronic
Polymers, Media andacid
Chemicals
High-viscosity,
sodium alginate from ISP Alginate (Girvan, UK),
PMCG from Scientific Polymer Products Inc. (Ontario, NY, USA), supplied as a 35% (w/v)
High-viscosity, high-mannuronic acid sodium alginate from ISP Alginate (Girvan, UK), PMCG
aqueous solution and lyophilized prior to use. Additionally, water-soluble cellulose sulfate
from Scientific Polymer Products Inc. (Ontario, NY, USA), supplied as a 35% (w/v) aqueous solution
(CS) with the required degree of substitution (DS), dynamic viscosity, and MW were provided
and lyophilized prior to use. Additionally, water-soluble cellulose sulfate (CS) with the required
by Senova Biotechnologieunternehmen (Weimar, Germany) and used for cell immobilization.
degree of substitution (DS), dynamic viscosity, and MW were provided by Senova
All mentioned polymers were characterized as previously reported in detail [17]. The substrate,
Biotechnologieunternehmen (Weimar, Germany) and used for cell immobilization. All mentioned
2-cyclohexenol (Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), and the analytical standards of cascade reaction
polymers were characterized as previously reported in detail [17]. The substrate, 2-cyclohexenol
products, 2-cyclohexenone (Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany), cyclohexanone (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt,
(Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), and the analytical standards of cascade reaction products, 2Germany), and ε-caprolactone (Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
cyclohexenone (Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany), cyclohexanone (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt,
(Bratislava, Slovakia). Cell media [19]: the LBamp+kan agar Petri dish contained 10 g/L of peptone (Oxoid,
Germany), and ε-caprolactone (Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Hampshire, UK), 5 g/L of yeast extract (Oxoid, Hants, UK), 10 g/L of NaCl (Slavus, Bratislava, Slovakia),
(Bratislava, Slovakia). Cell media [19]: the LBamp+kan agar Petri dish contained 10 g/L of peptone
15 g/L of agar (Oxoid, Hampshire, UK), 100 µg/mL of ampicillin (Sigma-Aldrich, Madrid, Spain),
(Oxoid, Hampshire, England), 5 g/L of yeast extract (Oxoid, Hants, England), 10 g/L of NaCl (Slavus,
and 50 µg/mL of kanamycin (Sigma, Jerusalem, Israel). The LBamp+kan medium for cell growth had the
Bratislava, Slovakia), 15 g/L of agar (Oxoid, Hampshire, England), 100 µg/mL of ampicillin (Sigmasame composition, without agar. The TBamp+kan for cell production medium contained 12 g/L of tryptone
Aldrich,Madrid, Spain), and 50 µg/mL of kanamycin (Sigma, Jerusalem, Israel). The LBamp+kan medium
(Oxoid, Hampshire, UK), 24 g/L of yeast extract, 5 g/L of glycerol (Sigma, Subang Jaya, Malaysia),
for cell growth had the same composition, without agar. The TBamp+kan for cell production medium
16.4 g/L of K2 HPO4 ·3H2 O (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), 2.3 g/L of KH2 PO4 (Slavus, Bratislava,
contained 12 g/L of tryptone (Oxoid, Hampshire, England), 24 g/L of yeast extract, 5 g/L of glycerol
Slovakia), 100 µg/mL ampicillin, and 50 µg/mL kanamycin. Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside
(Sigma, Subang Jaya, Malaysia), 16.4 g/L of K2HPO4·3H2O (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), 2.3 g/L
(IPTG) (0.1 mM) was from Takara Bio Inc. (Otsu, Japan). All other chemicals and solvents were
of KH2PO4 (Slavus, Bratislava, Slovakia), 100 µg/mL ampicillin, and 50 µg/mL kanamycin. Isopropyl
provided by commercial suppliers.
β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (0.1 mM) was from Takara Bio Inc. (Otsu, Japan). All other
chemicals and solvents were provided by commercial suppliers.
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3.2. Cultivation of Cells
The recombinant E. coli BL21 (DE3) (pET28_CHMO_XenB and pET22b_LKADH) strain
overexpressing the enzyme cascade of LK-ADH from Lactobacillus kefir, XenB from Pseudomonas putida,
and CHMO from Acinetobacter calcoaceticus was kindly donated by Professor Marko D. Mihovilovič
(TU Vienna, Vienna, Austria). Cells were cultivated as reported previously [19]. Briefly, cells were
streaked on an LBamp+kan agar Petri dish and incubated at 37 ◦ C for 12 h. A single colony was
inoculated to a 10 mL of the LBamp+kan medium in an Erlenmeyer flask and allowed to grow at 37 ◦ C in
an orbital shaker at 200 rpm for 12 h. One percent of the inoculum (v/v) was pipetted into a TBamp+kan
medium and cultivated at 37 ◦ C in an orbital shaker at 200 rpm until the cell density reached an OD600
of 0.7. Subsequently, 0.1 mM IPTG was added to the medium, and the culture was incubated at 25 ◦ C
in an orbital shaker at 200 rpm for 20 h. The cells were harvested by centrifugation from the medium
at 15 ◦ C and 4000 rpm for 15 min and used for cascade reactions and immobilization.
3.3. Preparation of Polyelectrolyte Complex Beads
A suspension of cells was added to a solution of polyanion (PA) consisting of 0.9% (w/v) of
sodium alginate and 0.9% of CS in 0.9% (w/v) NaCl at pH = 7 to the final concentration of 10% of
wet cells. A laminar jet of the PA solution with the cells was broken into the monodisperse drops by
the superimposed vibrations using high performance Encapsulator Startup (EncapBioSystems Inc.,
Greifensee, Switzerland) into a stirred gelation solution of 1.0% (w/v) of CaCl2 . The flow rate of PA
solution with cells was 15 mL/min, and the vibration frequency was 550 Hz. The time of gelation was
10 min, and the collection time was 1 min. Subsequently, the prepared beads were separated from
the gelation solution and transferred into a stirred solution containing 1.8% (w/v) of PMCG and 0.9%
(w/v) of NaCl at pH = 7 for 10 min. The obtained polyelectrolyte complex beads were washed with
0.9% (w/v) of NaCl and stored in 0.9% (w/v) of NaCl at 4 ◦ C. The preparation and storage of empty
PEC beads was performed with the same procedure except for the addition of cells. The amount of
immobilized cells in beads was 10% w/w (wet cells), which corresponded to 1% w/w of dry cells.
3.4. Repeated Biotransformations
Two grams of PEC beads with entrapped cells (10% w/w) and, parallelly, an equivalent amount
of free E. coli cells were transferred into the TBamp+kan medium (pH = 7) with the volume of reaction
mixture of 20 mL for both free and immobilized cells. The mixture was supplemented by 1% glucose
and 4 mM of substrate in a closed flask with a 10-fold higher volume than that of the reaction
mixture [19]. The model cascade reaction was initiated by the addition of the 2-cyclohexenol substrate
in ethanol (volume ratio 1:9) to the reaction medium. The reaction conditions were 24 ◦ C and 200 rpm
in an orbital shaker. The reaction mixture was extracted in ethyl acetate, with methyl benzoate as the
internal standard (0.5 mg/mL) and analyzed using gas chromatography (GC) [19] utilizing Agilent
technologies 7890A GC system (Agilent technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). After each cycle of the
cascade reaction, the PEC beads containing cells and the free cells were separated from the reaction
medium by filtration (encapsulated cells) or centrifugation (free cells), washed with a substrate-free
medium, and used for the next reaction cycle.
One unit of enzyme activity corresponded to production of 1 µmol of ε-caprolactone per hour
under the experimental conditions.
3.5. Multi-Modal Optical Imaging
All experiments were performed on glass coverslips after E. coli immobilization to the glass
surface using 0.2% polyethyleneimine from Sigma-Aldrich (Bratislava, Slovakia). Cells were kept
in a neutral physiological solution in all cases except for the addition of 10 mM glucose in specified
experiments. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) images of bacteria were acquired using an
Axiovert 200 M microscope and an LSM 510 Meta scanning head (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped
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with a C-Apochromat W corr. 40 × lens with numerical aperture of 1.2. Individual cells were excited
with a 445 nm laser 445LM-100 (Kvant, Bratislava, Slovakia) and recorded either by photodiode (light
transmission) or photomultiplier (fluorescence) with a long-pass LP-505 nm filter (Zeiss, Jena, Germany).
For multispectral detection, we used a 16-channel META detector in the range of 490–650 nm.
Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy images were recorded using the time-correlated single
photon counting (TCSPC) technique following excitation with a 473 nm picosecond laser diode
(BDL-473, Becker & Hickl, Germany) with a 50 MHz repetition rate and an approximately 60 ps
pulse length. The laser beam was directed to the excitation fiber of the LSM 510 confocal microscope,
and the emitted fluorescence was collected with an external fiber port, filtered by the LP-500 nm
filter, and detected by an HPM 100-40 photomultiplier with an SPC-830 TCSPC board (both Becker &
Hickl, Berlin, Germany). For CLSM imaging, we used an image resolution of 512 × 512 pixels over a
45 × 45 µm sample area. For FLIM imaging, we used the same physical image area and a 256 × 256
pixel resolution.
3.6. Inverse Size Exclusion Chromatography (iSEC)
The molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) determination of PEC beads with and without immobilized
cells was performed using the iSEC, technique as reported previously [26].
4. Conclusions
This work was aimed at the development of an immobilization process for recombinant E. coli
cells harboring the multi-enzymatic cascade system, as well as the measurement of their operational
stability during cascade reaction cycles. An easily scalable procedure and material saving was achieved
using a laminar jet break-up encapsulator. It is also important that the achieved high cell density
within the PEC beads had a negligible effect on the free substrate and product permeation through
the beads. The operational stability of the free and immobilized cells with enzyme cascade of alcohol
dehydrogenase, enoate reductase, and cyclohexanone monooxygenase was assessed. Significant
improvements of operational stability and product yield were achieved by the immobilization of cells
in PEC beads. The full mechanism of slowing the deactivation of the enzyme cascade, which was
manifested by the suppression of NAD(P)H consumption in free cells and the retainment of NAD(P)H
activity in immobilized cells, remains to be solved. Additionally, PEC particles could possibly serve as
a barrier to contact with the dispersed phase in multiphase reactors, which are promising for increasing
the productivity of bioprocesses [28]. An advanced multi-modal optical imaging process to assess the
metabolic state of E. coli cells during the biotransformation process was also used for the first time.
This method revealed that in the free cells, after several repeated biotransformation cycles, suppressed
cell metabolism was observed; meanwhile, in entrapped cells after the same biotransformation process,
the metabolic activity was retained in a significant portion of the cell population. It is therefore apparent
that the introduction of multi-modal optical imaging, performed in this work, may become a new and
powerful tool in the investigation and optimization of metabolic effects achieved by the immobilization
of viable cells.
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